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1 August 2017 

Premier’s Jobs and Investment Panel 

Department of Premier and Cabinet 

Via email: pjip.submissions@dpc.vic.gov.au 

Re: Response to the Discussion Paper – Enhancing Victoria’s Economic Performance 

and Productivity.  

 

Dear Panel, 

The Australian Centre for Financial Studies (ACFS) welcomes the opportunity to support the 

Review – Enhancing Victoria’s Economic Performance and Productivity.  

We hope that they will be of interest to the panel.  Should you like us to develop our analysis 

further please contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
 

Professor Rodney Maddock 

Australian Centre for Financial Studies 

info@australiancentre.com.au  
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SUBMISSION 

Enhancing Victoria’s Economic Performance and Productivity 

August 2017 

 

The Focus  

Financial services – particularly superannuation management. 

Summary 

We propose: 

 strengthening the intellectual base of the superannuation industry; and  

 freeing up various public sector superannuation funds to undertake a wider range of 

activities. 

This should build on Victoria’s strong set of institutions and reap the rewards available as a 

result of: 

 the high average wages available in the sector (25% above average) 

 the high financial-sector job growth expected in Australia (around 8,000 per year). 

We estimate this process should be able to capture at least another 10,000 well-paid and 

skilled jobs for Victoria. 

Recommendations 

1. Create a Centre of Excellence in Superannuation, probably at Monash University, to help 

raise the professionalism of the industry superannuation fund sector. This would involve 

supporting the appointment of a Professor and two other academic staff and providing 

funding for them to research industry superannuation for three years. This group should 

provide intellectual leadership and practical skill-transfer to the sector. 

2. Form a Taskforce to review the current structure around the major Victorian government 

financial institutions to decide whether there are changes that might provide greater 

benefits for Victoria. 

3. In addition to building on existing capabilities (in industry superannuation funds or 

government entities), Victoria may actively wish to shift more of Australia’s financial sector 

back to Melbourne. The key strategies would be:  
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i. Shift the headquarters of one of the major regulators, ASIC or APRA, to Melbourne. 

ii. Encourage a major insurer to relocate its Australian headquarters to Melbourne. Since 

the sale of AXA (and its earlier absorption of national Mutual), there is no large insurer 

based here. 

iii. Encourage the institutionalisation of the self-managed superannuation fund (SMSF) 

sector in Melbourne 
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Problem 

Financial services is one of the largest employment sectors in the Victorian economy (110,000 

employees) and contributes over 10% of the state’s total output.  

We see considerable scope for further growth. The industry superannuation fund sector, in 

particular, is the one area in which Victoria has very significant advantages over the rest of 

Australia and potentially globally. At the moment, the sector is very narrowly focussed. In part, 

this is cultural and in part the result of various restrictions. 

Issues 

The financial sector employs over 110,000 Victorians. These are good quality jobs in a sector 

which has seen strong growth. It is clear from Figure 1, however, that NSW employs 

proportionately up to 25% more people in financial services, compared with Victoria. In fact, 

the sector employs 180,000 people in NSW so there is clear potential to grow the sector in 

Melbourne by many thousand employees.  

Figure 1: Percentage of workforce in financial services 

 

Much of the opportunity lies in funds management. Victoria has real and unexploited strengths 

in the sector. The opportunities mainly lie in engendering a more dynamic approach from the 

industry superannuation funds and from the government financial institutions. 

Australia’s pension fund sector now manages over $2 trillion in assets. Victoria appears to 

manage more than a third of these assets. It is home to eight of the nation’s 12 largest industry 
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superannuation funds (accounting for 66% of industry fund assets under management), which 

make up 43% of all superannuation fund assets. They continue to grow quickly, outpacing the 

retail superannuation fund sector (which is largely based in Sydney). 

Figure 2: Victoria’s relative advantage in industry funds 

 

The 2016 Global Financial Centres Index ranks Melbourne 24th amongst the world’s top 

financial centres.1 Despite this, Victoria does not command any significant share of financial 

services exports.  

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) produces statistics that show the value of funds 

managed by Australian investment managers on behalf of overseas investors. As of 2016, the 

quantum of funds sourced from offshore was $100.5 billion. The proportion sourced from 

offshore represents only 3.6% of the total (unconsolidated) $2.8 trillion Australian managed 

funds industry, a proportion that has been largely static for a number of years. Industry bodies 

have contrasted this figure with leading financial centres like Singapore, Hong Kong and the 

UK, where 80%, 65% and 40% of funds are sourced from offshore respectively. 

One important reason for this is likely to be cultural. The industry superannuation fund sector 

grew out of Australia’s union movement and has been very focussed on domestic issues. The 

sector is also very proud of its not-for-profit culture.  

                                                      
1 http://www.longfinance.net/programmes/global-financial-centres-index.html  
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We have now reached the stage, with entities managing more than $600 billion in assets, that 

this mentality needs to change. The shift in language to “profit-for-members” is indicative of 

what should happen. The sector is capable of being more assertive, and of growing more 

internationally, to the long term advantage of both its members and the State. 

The second group of important institutions with considerable upside potential are the 

government entities. The Victorian Government can play a significant role in changing 

attitudes and creating opportunities, particularly through its own entities. The State has three 

large financial services organisations: 

 Victorian Funds Management Corporation 

 VicSuper (managing $17 billion in assets), and 

 ESS Super (managing $24 billion in assets). 

These are very large financial institutions and the central question is whether they are being 

encouraged to operate in the best interests of the State, or whether they are excessively 

controlled and restricted by their legal mandates.  

While it is difficult to be precise from the outside, the comparison with how the Queensland 

Government operates its superannuation funds provides food for thought. It is notable that 

Victoria is a very small exporter of financial services. 

Recommendations 

1. Create a Centre of Excellence in Superannuation, probably at Monash University, to help 

raise the professionalism of the industry superannuation fund sector. This would involve 

supporting the appointment of a professor and two other academic staff and providing 

funding for them to research industry superannuation for three years. This group should 

provide intellectual leadership and practical skill-transfer to the sector. 

2. Form a Taskforce to review the current structure around the major Victorian government 

financial institutions to decide whether there are changes that might provide greater 

benefits for Victoria. 

3. In addition to building on existing capabilities (in industry superannuation funds or 

government entities), Victoria may actively wish to shift more of Australia’s financial sector 

back to Melbourne. The key strategies would be:  

i. Shift the headquarters of one of the major regulators, ASIC or APRA, to Melbourne.  

ii. Encourage a major insurer to relocate its Australian headquarters to Melbourne.  Since 

the sale of AXA (and its earlier absorption of national Mutual), there is no large insurer 

based here. 
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iii. Encourage the institutionalisation of the self-managed superannuation fund (SMSF) 

sector in Melbourne. 

Size of gains 

The ABS data suggest that wages in the financial sector average about 10% higher than 

wages of the broad group of “Professional, technical and scientific workers” and about 25% 

above averages wages. 

It is not clear how many additional jobs in finance Victoria can aspire to, but:  

a) with 180,000 finance workers in NSW and just 110,000 in Victoria, and  

b) the federal Department of Employment projecting employment growth of 37,400 additional 

jobs in the sector by 2020,2  

the prospect of  accumulating more than our share for Victoria, is worth trying for.  

Costs 

The first two strategies go together and are likely to cost less than $1.5 million spread over 

three years. 

The steps in recommendation 3 may well be more expensive: $15 million to relocate a 

regulator to Melbourne; $2 million to get an insurer to headquarter in Melbourne; and $2 million 

to build the dominant SMSF body in Melbourne. 

Losers 

Australia’s financial sector has grown rapidly over recent decades and superannuation is 

legislated to continue to grow strongly. The essence of this strategy is to ensure that a 

disproportionate share of the growth is based in Melbourne. Some of the economic growth will 

come from increased exports, and some from displacement of activity from other states. 

Because we are attracting new job growth there is no direct loser.  

                                                      
2 http://lmip.gov.au/default.aspx?LMIP/EmploymentProjections 
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Examples of the deliberate growth strategy in finance 

The clearest example is provided by Singapore. It set out a strategy in the late 1990s to 

become the pre-eminent financial location in Asia and has achieved that.3  

 

 

 

This Submission was prepared by Professor Rodney Maddock for the Australian Centre for 

Financial Studies. 

 

  

                                                      
3 The key document is available at: http://lmip.gov.au/default.aspx?LMIP/EmploymentProjections. 
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About the Australian Centre for Financial Studies 

The Australian Centre for Financial Studies (ACFS) is a public interest research centre within the 

Monash Business School.  

It aims to facilitate industry-relevant, rigorous research and independent commentary, drawing on 

expertise from academia, industry and government to promote thought leadership in the financial sector.  

Together, ACFS and Monash Business School aim to boost the global credentials of Australia’s finance 

industry, bridging the gap between research and industry and supporting Australia as an international 

centre for finance practice, research and education.  

For further information see: www.australiancentre.com.au | business.monash.edu 
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